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Abstract— Sports classification has considerable importance for digital content archiving in broadcasting companies. The considered classification categories (topics) are either general (talk show, sport, movie, cartoon ... ) or more specific (summer and winter Olympic sports, e.g. cycling, tennis, archery, box ... ). At first, each frame of the video is classified separately. In this work, deep neural networks are used, combining convolutional and recurrent networks to classify 15 individual sports classes. It is also a subdivision of human action recognition, which further contributes to understand the context of video scenes. The sports dataset is hand-crafted to focus on sports action based classification. CNN extracted features are combined with temporal information from RNN to formulate the general model to solve the problem.

Index Terms— Sports Classification, Transfer Learning, CNN, RNN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Growing amount of multimedia data requires sophisticated algorithms for its effective processing, e.g. automatic speech recognition for audio data and computer vision for image and video data. Such algorithms can be used for multimedia data indexation. The goal of this paper is to compare several feature extraction methods and classifiers in the task of image scene classification (or topic classification). The task is applied not only to standalone images, but to continuous videos, without apriori knowledge about the moments when the topic changes. Additionally, we compared online and offline usage of our system. The intended use for the online system is sport classification in real-time, used in automatic speech recognition system that switches language models depending on the current topic that is present in the broadcast.

In different mediums of broadcasting such as television, internet, streaming services etc. sports are a major section and thousands to millions of sports videos flood the data servers daily. It is crucial to index individual sport based on their category if we want to further process them, like analysis of the match, forming new tactics for coaches. Additionally, broadcasting companies can manage their activity easier, while considering specific types of videos without tedious manual work. Since a video sequence is analyzed to classify it, this work is related to the analysis of the context of a scene; thus, it can be further applied to advance high-level understanding of video scenes in machines. There have been many attempts to classify video information with respect to the context of the scenes, in recent times DNN or deep neural network-based models are widely used and quite effective for solving complex tasks of computer vision and signal processing fields. To recognize any sports, human beings only need to consider a set of actions, sometimes the surrounding elements are also taken into consideration. To build a system which can classify multiple sports classes based on sequential image information. Human intuition is the motivation behind the proposed methodology, meaning the system needs to consider the image information simultaneously in the spatial and temporal domain. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are powerful spatial feature extractors while Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) use internal memory gates to process information through time, by combining these two models we analyze sports video sequences in different combinations and present the experimental results.

II. Literature Survey

Varying methodologies have been developed to classify sports from different types of inputs such as image, audio, video etc. Authors in [1] develop three methods – two kinds of neural nets and texture code cue. Also, their combination was used, and the results were compared, the best performing method was the neural net cue. In [2], the authors used thermal imaging, heatmaps were produced and projected into a low dimensional space using two different techniques - PCA and Fischer’s Linear Discriminant. Their overall result was promising for 5 classes. Audio and video features were combined for sports classification in [3], authors extract MFCC features from audio and visual motion features, the results were satisfactory. From continuous tv broadcasts of any videos [4] attempts to classify sports among different kinds of non-sports classes, for feature extraction CNN fc7 + PCA 200 was applied and SVM was used as the classifier. They claim to have achieved good results. Whereas, in [5] the authors try to do sports classification in mobile videos. They consider three kinds of data as inputs – sensor, audio. For classification, they develop multiclass-SVM. They also consider spatial and temporal analysis. A comprehensive experimental analysis was given of their different fusion combinations. In [6], authors use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to classify specific events inside sports videos. But they do not give details information about accuracy, only the computation time was given.

III. Related Work

The task of scene classification (or topic classification, genre classification) was often based on low level image analysis using color histograms, motion rates etc. Such low level image features cannot describe high level concepts and semantics that are present in the image. Currently one of the best-performing high-level feature extraction methods is based on deep convolutional neural networks. Implementation of such a network in is already trained on 1.3 million images from 1,000 classes. Because these 1,000 classes can differ from own desired topic classes, the options are either to retrain the neural network with own classes, which requires large amount of data,
or the neural network can be used only as a feature extractor and own classifier for own classes can be trained based on the features extracted from the existing neural network that was trained on different classes. Such features are proven to be high-level, being related to concepts and semantics rather than to low level features like colors or edges.

IV. Proposed Approach

Training Module:

- Input Video With Category
- Frame Segmentation
- SIFT Feature Extraction
- RNN
- CNN
- Trained Dataset
- Label Feature With Category
- Combine

Testing Module:

- Input Video With Category
- Frame Segmentation
- SIFT Feature Extraction
- CNN & RNN
- Check Thresholding
- Calculate Probability
- Euclidean Distance Algorithm
- RNN
- Generate Alerts
- Trained Dataset

It is crucial to index individual sport based on their category if we want to further process them, like analysis of the match, forming new tactics for coaches. Additionally, broadcasting companies can manage their activity easier, while searching specific types of videos without tedious manual work. Since a video sequence is analyzed to classify it, this work is related to the analysis of the context of a scene; thus, it can be further applied to advance high-level understanding of video scenes in machines.

There have been many attempts to classify video information with respect to the context of the scenes, in recent times DNN or deep neural network-based models are widely used and quite effective for solving complex tasks of computer vision and signal processing fields. To recognize any sports, human beings only need to consider a set of actions, sometimes the surrounding elements are also taken into consideration. To build a system which can classify multiple sports classes based on sequential image information. Human intuition is the motivation behind the proposed methodology, meaning the system needs to consider the image information simultaneously in the spatial and temporal domain. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are powerful spatial feature extractors while Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) use internal memory gates to process information through time, by combining these two models we analyze sports video sequences in different combinations and present the experimental results.

V. Conclusion

We have proposed and evaluated system for topic classification from video data, based on single image classification. The system can be used both in real-time and offline applications, performing slightly better in the second case. We proposed an AlexNet convolutional neural network-based model for shot classification of field sports videos. Our framework is robust to camera variations, scene change, action speeds.
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